To overcome the current limit of tip-enhanced spectroscopy that is based on metallic nano-probes, we developed a new scanning probe with a metallic nanostar, a nanoparticle with sharp spikes. A Au nanoparticle of 5 nm was first attached to the end of a tip through DNA-DNA hybridization and mechanical pick-up. The nanoparticle was converted to a nanostar with a core diameter of ∼70 nm and spike lengths between 50 nm and 80 nm through the reduction of Au 3+ with ascorbic acid in the presence of Ag + . Fabrication yields of such tips exceeded 60%, and more than 80% of such tips showed a mechanical durability sufficient for use in scanning microscopy. Effectiveness of the new probes for tip-enhanced Raman scattering (TERS) and tip-enhanced fluorescence (TEF) was confirmed. The probes exhibited the necessary enhancement for TEF, and the tip-on and tip-off ratios varied between 5 and 100. This large tip-to-tip variability may arise from the uncontrolled orientation of the apexes of the spike with respect to the sample surface, which calls for further fabrication improvement. The result overall supports a new fabrication approach for the probe that is effective for tip-enhanced spectroscopy.
Introduction
Tip-enhanced near-field optical microscopy (TENOM) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and super-resolution fluorescence microscopy 7, 8 constitute two optical imaging techniques providing not only nanometric spatial resolution 9 but also key molecular structural information of individual molecules 10, 11 on the sample's surface.
Such information ultimately helps establish the correlation between chemical structure and functionality at the nanometer scale. [12] [13] [14] [15] Super-resolution fluorescence microscopy, such as stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy, stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) and photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM), critically relies on the photophysics of the dyes ( photostability, excited state lifetime, and quantum yield). On the other hand, TENOM can be applied to a wider range of fluorescent and non-fluorescent molecules but is critically dependent on the local field enhancement at the tip. 16 A key factor in the TENOM probe design is to enhance the electric field at the probe apex upon laser illumination. It was observed that the lateral resolution and the local field enhancement critically depend on the geometry and composition of the probes. TENOM researchers have reported various forms of probes and their preparation methods, such as e-beam coating of Ag and Au on dielectric probes, 17, 18 chemical etching of silver and gold wires, 19, 20 FIB milling of probes and fibers, [21] [22] [23] and attaching nanoparticles to the apexes of fiber probes. [24] [25] [26] Among them, the nanoparticle-tip appears attractive because we may be able to synthetically fine-tune the shape and composition of the attached nanoparticles for better plasmonic field enhancement. For example, if the tip could be functionalized with an octahedron 27 or nanostar [28] [29] [30] made of silver or gold, one may be able to maximize the enhancement and improve the spatial resolution. The sharp edges of such nanocrystals result in a stronger electromagnetic field than spherical nanoparticles, as confirmed by surfaceenhanced Raman scattering and surface-enhanced fluorescence measurements. 31 Furthermore, for tip-enhanced fluorescence (TEF), it was found that the isolated structures (such as nanospheres or truncated cones) are essential to maintain sufficient field enhancement. 32, 33 In this regard, a nanostar particle probe is one of the most promising candidates to be placed on a tip because the spikes of nanostars are expected to form effective electromagnetic hot spots. In this article, we report the fabrication procedure of a nanostar probe for tip-enhanced spectroscopy. Fabrication of the tip involves the transfer of a single gold nanoparticle (AuNP, 5 nm) seed from the substrate to the tip through the differential binding forces of DNA-DNA hybridization, [34] [35] [36] and it involves the reductive deposition of metals to form a nanostar placed at the end of the scanning probe. We observed that such tips showed appreciable field enhancement for use in tip-enhanced near-field spectroscopy.
Methods

General
The silane coupling agent N-(3-(triethoxysilyl)-propyl)-O-polyethyleneoxide urethane (TPU) was purchased from Gelest. Gold nanoparticle seeds (5 nm) were purchased from Ted Pella. Oligonucleotides were purchased from IDT. The atomic force microscopy probes employed for the picking process were purchased from BudgetSensors. Contact mode (ContGD-G) and tapping mode (Tap190-G) probes were used for TERS and TEF, respectively. Probes for the control experiment were e-beam coated with Ti (1 nm) and Au (10 nm) as an adhesion layer. Preparation of dendron-modified probes and substrates were reported, 37 and now they are commercially available through NSB POSTECH Inc. The pick-up procedure employed is similar to that described in previous reports. 34, 35 Clean cover glasses were coated with Au (10 nm) using an e-beam evaporator for the TERS experiment. Freshly prepared gold film on a cover glass was used to measure Raman enhancement. A stock solution of crystal violet was diluted in ethanol, and a drop of 10 µL was placed on the gold-coated cover glasses. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-1011, JEOL) was used to image the tips.
Chemicals
HAuCl 4 (99.999%, Sigma Aldrich), silver nitrate (99.9999%, Sigma Aldrich), and ascorbic acid (≥99.0%, Sigma Aldrich) were used to synthesize the nanostars. All reagent stock solutions were prepared with ultrapure deionized water. DiI stock solution for TEF was prepared in DMSO and diluted in toluene before its use. The quantum yield of 1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI, Sigma-Aldrich, λ max = 549 nm) is 0.07 in methanol. Crystal violet (≥90.0%, Sigma Aldrich) for TERS was dissolved in ethanol.
TENOM set-up
The TENOM set-up consisted of an inverted microscope (IX71, Olympus), a Raman spectrometer (Triax 320, Horiba; DU-401, Andor Tech), avalanche photodiodes (APDs), and an atomic force microscope (AFM, XE-120, Park Systems) operating under contact and tapping modes. The laser-beam (wavelength of 532 nm, Nd:YAG) was focused onto the tip through an objective lens (oil immersion, NA = 1.46), and Raman and fluorescence signals were collected through the same objective lens (see ESI Fig. S1 †) .
Preparation of nanostar attached probes
Nanostar probes were prepared by attaching a Au nanoparticle to the probe and proceeding with the growth process. Twenty microliters of 50 mM HAuCl 4 and the same volume of 1.0 M HCl were added to 20 mL deionized pure water. Under vigorous stirring, 40 µL of 2.0 mM AgNO 3 solution and 20 µL of 100 mM freshly prepared ascorbic acid solution were added. The probes were added into the solution immediately after the mixing. The yellowish color of the resulting solution changed to green after a few minutes. After the color changed to green, the immersed probes were rinsed by deionized water to remove nonspecifically bound particles and excess chemicals. The resulting nanostar probes were characterized by TEM.
Spin coating of PMMA
To make a PMMA layer less than 2 nm thick on a cover glass, a toluene solution (1 mL) of PMMA (15 000 
Results
Synthesis and optical properties of nanostars
We first examined the plasmonic properties of nanostars in a colloid. Nanostars were synthesized by enhancing small seed Au nanoparticles (AuNP, diameter of 5 nm, Ted Pella) and subsequently forming sharp spikes on the enlarged nanoparticles ( Such a red-shift following spike enhancement is caused by the excitation of longitudinal plasmon modes in the spikes of the nanostars. The change in scattering spectra can be fully simulated by finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations, 38, 39 as shown in Fig. 1D . In particular, the simulated field distribution around the nanostar indicates drastically enhanced local field intensities compared with those of spherical NPs (diameter of 70 nm) (Fig. 1E ). The experimental spectra and the simulation demonstrate that nanostars will provide strong field enhancement that is significantly larger than that of spherical NPs. Synthesis of nanostars on the end of a scanning probe is similar to that of the colloidal nanostars described above. In this procedure, we first attach the seed NP to the tip via DNA-hybridization, 34, 40 and then grow the nanostars in situ. The alternative strategy of directly attaching fully grown nanostars to the tip (either by electrostatic pickup or by chemical functionalization) is unfeasible because the contact area between the nanostar and the tip is too small to provide sufficient adhesion between the nanoparticle and the tip. Fig. 2A shows the transfer process of a single AuNP through the differential binding forces of DNA-DNA interactions. The AuNPs tethering a single DNA strand (63 bases) for each were hybridized onto complementary DNA with 20 bases that was immobilized onto the silicon wafer surface. 34 An atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip (contact mode tip for TERS, tapping mode tip for TEF, BudgetSensors) tethering 40-base DNA approached the substrate. The single strand of DNA (ss-DNA) on the tip had a base sequence that is complementary to the single strand part of DNA attached to the 5 nm AuNP. Upon the tip-sample contact, the 40 base DNA on the tip hybridized with the complementary part of the DNA on the substrate. The binding force between these two strands is stronger than the force between the substrate DNA and the AuNP-bound DNA, so the ss-DNA and its bound AuNP was transferred from the substrate to the tip during retraction. In this work, the surfaces of the tip and the substrate were modified with dendrons ( Fig. 2B ) that serve as lateral spacers between the neighboring DNA strands. As reported previously, 37 the dendron-modified AFM tip guarantees single molecular interaction (in our case, transfer of a single seed NP). 41 Using the procedure described above, we transferred AuNP seeds to the tips with a success rate of 70% (ESI, Fig. S3 †) . The TEM image in Fig. 2C shows the transferred AuNP seed. Fig. 3 schematically shows the one-pot synthetic procedure for fabricating a nanostar probe, which includes the growth of the NP (Fig. 3A, second step) and the subsequent growth of sharp spikes on the NP (Fig. 3B, third step) . The procedure we employed is based on the method by Yuan et al., 30 but was modified to avoid nonspecific growth. More typical procedures of nanostar generation, which involve the use of shapedirecting reagents such as cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) 46 or polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), 47 were not employed because such reagents tend to generate background signals in TERS and TEF measurements. In our procedure, the seeded tip was immersed in the "developing" solution 30 for 1-2 minutes. The developing solution was prepared by first mixing HAuCl 4 (50 µM) and AgNO 3 (4 μM) solutions and then adding ascorbic acid solution (100 µM) immediately after mixing. The developing solution both enhanced the size of seed NP (second step) and produced the spikes on the enhanced NP (third step). In the second step (Fig. 3A) , the seed NP was grown into a larger NP with a diameter of ∼70 nm. For this growth step, ascorbic acid reduced Au 3+ preferentially in the developing solution because Au ions have a higher reducing potential than Ag ions (Au 3+ + 3e − → Au, 1.5 eV; Ag + + e − → Ag, 0.8 eV). In the third step (Fig. 3B) , small Ag islands were deposited onto the enhanced NP through the under-potential reduction and deposition [42] [43] [44] [45] of silver ions by ascorbic acid. The silver islands on the enhanced NP served as active sites on the gold surface at which the gold ions were efficiently reduced to form gold spikes. It is known that the surface density of silver islands determines the number and shape of the spikes. A careful tuning of Ag + concentration is important for the generation of spikes with the desired dimensions. Solutions with high Ag + concentrations (>40 μM) led to very short spikes (length: 15-20 nm) and significant nonspecific growth on the tip body. Solutions of low concentration (<0.04 μM) led to no spikes on the surface of AuNP. We found that the medium concentration (4.0 µM) yielded nanostars with sufficiently long spikes (length = 50-80 nm), while the number of spikes was smaller than that of nanostars grown in solution (Fig. S2 †) . Additionally, we observed that a solution with high Au 3+ concentration induced nonspecific formation of nanoparticles on the whole body of the AFM tip, and slow stirring resulted in nanostars with toothin branches. The use of a dilute Au solution (50 µM) suppressed the nonspecific growth of unwanted parts and a stirring speed of 700-800 rpm resulted in spikes with sufficient thickness (∼10 nm). Fig. 4 displays three representative TEM images of the fabricated nanostar probes in which the spikes with a radius of <10 nm are located at the apex of the tip. Typically, ten out of 15 tips formed a nanostar at the tip apex (yield = 67%). We found that the orientation (relative angle between the axes of the tips and the spikes) of each spike was hard to control. The nanostar tips were found to have mechanical stabilities sufficient for AFM scanning. In only one or two cases out of ten, the nanostar was detached from the probe during scanning, although the TEM images obtained before and after the scanning show slight blunting and wear on the remaining nanostar.
Regarding the performance of the nanostar tip for the topographic measurement, we can see both its advantage and disadvantage over the typical Si-tip. For the samples of small topographic contrast (for example, single molecules, graphene, or DNA chains on a flat substrate), only one spike (usually with a radius of <5 nm) on the nanostar is expected to interact with the sample, and thus the tip will provide a spatial resolution that is equal to, or better than, the one obtained from the Si-tip. For the samples of large topographic contrast (for example, nanoparticles with >10 nm diameter), several differently oriented spikes on the nanostar may interact with the nanostructure concomitantly, leading to a noticeable topographic convolution effect (ESI, Fig. S4 †) . In this regard, the nanostar tip is better suited to the former samples.
TENOM measurement
TERS and TEF performance of the nanostar probes were tested using a set-up consisting of an atomic force microscope and a confocal microscope with an excitation laser wavelength of 532 nm (ESI, Fig. S1 †) . A radially polarized 48, 49 laser beam was focused at the tip through a high-NA objective lens (ESI, Fig. S1 †) , and the emitted photons were collected by the same objective lens and sent to an avalanche photodiode (APD) and a Raman spectrometer. The sample used for TERS measurement was crystal violet (CV) that was dispersed on a gold (10 nm)/Ti (2 nm)/glass substrate. With regard to the two consecutive TERS spectra, less than 20% of decrease in the TERS signal was observed under exposure to 80 μW of laser power (ESI, Fig. S5 †) . Fig. 5 shows Raman spectra of the CV sample collected with and without the tip. The spectra demonstrate the pronounced enhancement of eight major peaks of CV (see ESI, Table S1 † for the peak assignments). For the particular spectra shown, the ratio of peak intensities with (I) and without (I 0 ) the tip is ∼10 as determined by the area of the peak at 804 cm −1 (I/I 0 = 215/20).
Note that I 0 also contains a SERS signal of CV arising from the hotspots on Au surfaces. We found that the ratio varied from 2 to 10 for different tips, yet all of the tips showed TERS activity. For TEF measurements, DiI (1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate) 50 embedded in a PMMA layer with a thickness of <2 nm was employed. The PMMA matrix served not only to immobilize but also to enhance the photostability of the DiI dye. Absorption wavelength of DiI is resonant (maximum excitation/emission wavelengths of DiI dye are 549 and 565 nm, respectively) with the wavelength of the excitation laser (532 nm). In the experiment, the laser power was controlled to less than 200 nW in order to avoid photo-bleaching. Fig. 6A -E compare TEF images of the DiI sample with the tip engaged with the surface (Fig. 6 ; first row, tip-on) and with images with the tip retracted ( Fig. 6 ; second row, tip-off ). Two features are evident from the comparison. First, the tip-on images show significantly enhanced signal intensity and spatial resolution of 90-200 nm compared with the tip-off images showing diffraction-limited spot sizes of 300-400 nm. During the TEF scanning, the spikes on the nanostar probe often became blunt, possibly due to mechanical deformation by the tapping mode feedback with the sample surface. Nevertheless, the nanostar probes maintained a constant level of enhancement during several hours of usage. Second, we found that the degree of the enhancement varied from one molecule to another, with the observed optical enhancement varying from 5 times to 10 2 times within the same sample. For example, only one spot out of the two in the images in Fig. 6D shows significant tip-enhancement (the lower bound for enhancement is 98 as determined by the Gaussian fitting of the line-profiles of the same TEF spot with and without the tip). Such variation may originate from different orientations of DiI molecules 24, 51, 52 and the variability in the tip-molecule distance. Certainly, the nanostar tip produced images of individual DiI spots as the superposition of a diffraction-limited Gaussian point-spread function ( psf ) with a sharp, tip-enhanced psf (see Fig. 6E ). The images obtained with a monolithic Au-coated tip (thickness of 10 nm), on the other hand, showed a diffraction-limited psf with a sharp dip (see Fig. 6F ) indicating tip-induced fluorescence quenching instead of tip-enhancement (compare Fig. 6E and F). As recently confirmed experimentally by Maouli et al., 53 the tip with isolated nanostructures show better local field enhancement than the tips monolithically coated with gold or silver. This difference originates from the fact that the extended cone-structures associated with metal-coated tips are largely off-resonant with the excitation light, whereas the isolated nanostructures are fully resonant (dipolar plasmons) with the visible radiation. The ideal cone-shaped TERS tips should in theory provide extreme field enhancement, yet in reality such geometry is hardly achieved in typical experiments.
In particular for the TEF measurement, there exists surfaceinduced quenching competing against the fluorescence enhancement caused by the local field enhancement. The quenching rate for the nanostar and coated tips will be similar. For the monolithic tip, the field enhancement is insufficient to overcome the fluorescence quenching, whereas for the nanostar tip, the enhancement is sufficient. This is why we observe a dip (quenching) in the TEF images obtained with the coated tip (Fig. 6F ).
We believe that there still exists room for further improvement of the nanostar tip and their application in tip-enhanced spectroscopy. The dipolar plasmon of the nanostar is not optimally resonant with the excitation wavelength. With further refinement of the structure or use of more appropriate excitation wavelength, we will be able to optimize the field enhancement. The mechanical stability of the nanostar probe may be increased by treating it chemically and/or thermally during the preparation processes. Besides the plasmonic properties of the tip, the properties of the sample (molecules and substrate) will influence the spectroscopic enhancement. For the TERS measurement, the enhancement will be influenced by the tip-sample distance and the local morphology of the substrate (note that our substrate has a finite roughness). For the TEF measurement, we use the PMMA matrix to immobilize the target molecule. The finite thickness of the PMMA layer, as well as the random orientation of the molecule, will cause the variation in fluorescence enhancement through the variation in the tip-molecule distance. Currently, we are exploring ways to improve such variabilities of sample/substrate, as well as plasmonic properties.
Conclusions
The synthetic procedure we developed for the nanostar probe and its performance for TERS and TEF showed that the In the tip-on image (F), the dip indicated with an arrow corresponds to the fluorescence quenching by the Au-surface of the tip. The line-profiles shown in the third row (red and blue circles and lines) are sampled from the corresponding tip-on and tip-off images along the lines indicated in the images. The tip-on and tip-off line-profiles are offset in the y-axis for the better visibility of the data. The fits to the Gaussian functions (black solid curves) are also shown. For (A) and (E), two Gaussian functions were used for one spot in order to model the enhanced (narrow) and unenhanced (broad) components of fluorescence from the DiI spot. The scale bars in the images correspond to 500 nm. current approach is viable for TENOM, although challenges remain. The synthetic strategy, picking up a seed particle followed by growing the nanoparticle in situ, allowed us to make nanostar tips with high yield (67%) and with reasonable mechanical stability. The majority of such probes showed local field enhancements that were useful for TERS and TEF measurements. At the same time, however, these tips showed large tipto-tip variations in nano-optical properties, which we believe originated from the dispersion of the nanostar shape and the variation in spike orientation. The structural imperfections as well as the resonance characteristics because the current excitation wavelength of 532 nm was not resonant with the nanostar plasmon resonance (see Fig. 1 ), may have contributed to the marginal spatial resolution (∼100 nm) and the field enhancement observed in TERS and TEF. The synthetic procedure we developed is a generic method that is not restricted to nanostar formation. By carefully tuning the growth steps, the plasmonic properties of nanostars can be further optimized, or different shapes of nanoparticles (such as octahedra or cubes) can be grown at the end of the tip. Such size and shape fine-tuning will help improve the performance of the tip for improved mechanical stability, signal enhancement, and spatial resolution in TERS and TEF. Above all, the reliable yield of the nanostar probe fabrication is one merit of the approach, but the effectiveness of the TENOM probes is still limited. Extended investigation of such probes promises deeper understanding of the optical phenomena and fabrication of more effective probes.
